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Abstmcf-Hopping is effective mobilik for expIoration robot
on small body. To explore small bodies, a mobile rohot is
required to move to target points. In case of exploration of
microgravity environment by a hopping locomotion, hopping
trajeclories cannot be controlled after a robot hops. To move tu
target points, hopping direction and velocity should be controlled
at lakeoff. T h e authors proposed a hopping robot, which consists
of three masses, two linear actualom and a spring. This paper
discusseshow to control a hopping direction nr the proposed robot
in microgravity environment. When (he rohot hops, the friction
force between the robot and the ground becomes larger. The
simulation results show the eontmllahility of a hopping direction
even if there is a slip on a ground. The controllability is also
confirmed by the fme fall experiments.

I. I N ~ O D U C T I O N
Mobile robots require high mobility systems in planetary
exploration because mobile robots should move to targets, pick
up desired samples and set insmments at any point. Therefore,
various kinds of robots and systems have been proposed and
developed to move in various environments[ 11[2][31[41[5][61.
Especially, in case of mobile robots for small bodies, such
as asteroids and comets, special locomotion mechanisms are
required due to their weak gravity. The friction forces between
robots and grounds are so small that conventional wheel robots
and legged robots cannot obtain enough horizontal velocities
to observe large areas.
Hopping is one of the effective mobility to move in the
microgravity environment[7][8][9][lO][l I]. To hop in microgravity environment, a hopping robot should push grounds. By
pushing ground, normal force between a robot and a ground
becomes larger. When normal force becomes larger, friction
force between a robot and a ground also becomes larger. A
hopping robot can obtain horizontal velocity using the friction
force.
To move to target points by hopping mobility, two abilities
are required. One ability i s the precise hopping control. A
moving trajectory of a hopping robot is determined at takeoff.
Once a hopping robot is airborne, it cannot alter its trajectory.
To accurately approach the target point, the velocity and
direction of hopping need to be controlled, which is a function
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of hop mechanisms and interactions between a robot and
ground.
The other ability is a landing on the surface exactly. A
hopping robot might bounce, slip and tip over if there is no
landing function. This means that a robot cannot reach targets
even if the robot hops with correct velocity and direction.
Therefore, bopping robots should control both hopping and
landing.
The asteroid exploration spacecraft “HAYABUSA
(MUSES,C)[I2] launched in May, 2003 carries the small
exploration robot “MINERVA”[8], which has the hopping
mobility. MINERVA, however, does not move to the desired
point exactly, because it does not any landing mechanism.
The authors have proposed a hopping mechanism that is
composed with three masses, two linear actuators and a
spring[l3][14]. The proposed mechanism can be used for
hopping and landing. The landing mechanism was discussed
in [14]. This paper describes a control method to hop in the
desired direction. The horizontal velocity is obtained using
the friction force. To generate the large friction force, the large
pressure is required. However, the large pressure generates the
large horizontal velocity. These facts might show a limitation
of the hopping angle. The controllability of the hopping
direction is discussed by the simulation studies and the free
fall experiments in this paper.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the structure of the proposed robot is described, and the theoretical
limitation of the hopping angle i s considered. In section 3,
the controllability of the hopping angle is discussed by the
simulation studies. Especially the cases with slip and without
slip on the ground are compared, and the controllability of
the hopping angle with slip is described. In section 4, the
controllability of che hopping angle i s confirmed by the free
fall experiments. In section 5, the conclusion of this paper is
summarized.
11. MOBILITYOF PROPOSED ROBOT
A. Srmcrrire

The model of the proposed robot is described in Fig.]. AI,
and AI, are connected by the spring and the ultrasonic linear
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actua6r. The linear actuator can be driven with three states,
the fixed mode, the drive mode and the free mode. The length
of the spring is fixed when the linear actuator is driven with
the fixed mode’ Fespring is
when the linear
actuator is driven with the drive mode. The A l l and A12 can
by Ihe spring force when the linear actuator is
move
driven with the free mode.
A12 and Af3 are connected by another linear actuator. The
linear actuator can drive Af2 in the horizontal direction relative
to A&.
moves with the same velocity of A f 2 in the
horizontal direction.

force is smaller force

the friction force between

nr, and

the ground. When the length of the spring becomes normal,
of the vertical and the horizontal
has
of the horizontal direction
directions, Af2 has the
and ,413 has no momentum. Therefore, the robot can hop with
the horizontal velocity,
When the pressure between Al, and the ground is represented by Fp, the limitation of the friction force is expressed
as follows[l5]:

B. Hopping Direcrion
The proposed robot can hop with the horizontal velocity
by transforming the elastic energy to the kinetic energy as
shown in Fig.2. From the stationary state, A l l is pulled down
by the linear actuator(Fig.2 (2)). At this state, the spring is
compressed, so the elastic.energy is charged inside the robot.
By changing the actuator mode to the free mode, A f , is pushed
in the upward and the velocity in upward is ob!ained. At this
state, A f 2 is pushed in the downward (Fig.2 (3)). When A t 2 is
pushed into the downward, A43 is pressed to the ground. The
normal force between Al, and the ground becomes larger by
the pressure. When the linear actuator between A42 and A43
is driven, A f 2 and A l l move and obtain.the momentum of the
horizontal direction. However A t 3 does not move if the driving

F,

:

p

:

Limitation of Friction Force
Friction Coefficient

The limitation of the hopping angle 0 is expressed as
follows(Fig.3):

8 < arctan

3
= arctan p
FP

(2)

This equation shows that the hopping direction is controllable
in the limitation that depends on the friction coefficient.
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111. SIMULATION
STUDY
A. Condition of Siniulation
B

To investigate the controllahility of the hopping direction,
computer simulations are performed on the following conditions:
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I ) The coordinate system is shown in Fig.4. The origin is
set on the center of gravity of the robot.
2) There is no relative motion between
and
in
the x-direction by constraint of the linear actuator,
Therefore, MI and A!fz are lumped into a single mass in
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Fig. 5. Hopping Simulation Result in Venical Direction: The time history
of the pasition and velocity of each 1 , in~y-direction

x-direction simulation. Similarly, for the motion in the
y-direction masses Afz and A& are considered a single
mass.
3) The contact model is described by a spring and damper
model.
4) Each parameter is set as follows:

e
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B. Equation of Motion
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Homing Simulation Result: The time hislory of Ihe nomtal force

between M3 and the ground

The equation of motion is shown as follows.
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At the hopping simulation, the initial values are set as
follows:
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Fig. 7. Hopping Simulation Result: The time history of the driving force
when the linear actuator 2 is driven without dipping on the ground

Fig. 9. Hopping Simulation Result in Horiaonlal Direction: The tinie history
of the
and
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of the position and the velociry without slipping
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Fig. 10. Hopping Simulation Result in Horizontal Direction: The tinle history
of the position and the velwiry when the driving force is 0.3[N1
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works to Af2 and A i 3 in the downward. At this state, Ai,
cannot move to downward because A2'3 contacts' with the
ground(Fig.5 (I)).'So Ai, is pressed to the ground by the
spring force. The pressure to the ground is described in Fig.6.
0.3[s] later, the pressure becomes O..All masses hop with the
velocity 1.5 x lO-'[m/s] by fixing the linear actuator I(Fig.5
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D. Sirnularion Resulr in Horizonral Direction
As shown in Fig.6,'there-is the pressure between A13 and.
ttie ground when the robot hops. Using the pressure, the robot
can obtain the horizontal velocity.
Here suppose that the friction coefficient p = 0.1. To
obtain the horizontal velocity without slipping on the ground,
the actuator 2 is driven as shown in Fig.7. In ,this case,
the time history of the position and the velocity of each
mass are described in Fig.8. As shown in Fig3 (I), A&
does not move until the pressure becomes 0. However, A i l
and A l 2 can obtain the horizontal velocity(Fig.8 (2)). After
the pressure become 0, the horizontal velocity of the robot
becomes 1.5~10-~[mls](Fig.8(3)).
To control the linear actuator without slipping, the pressure
or the slip should be measured. However, the time that the
pressure works is approximately 0.3[s]. It is very.difficult to
measure the pressure or the slip and feedback to the controller
-of the actuator 2. Therefore, the next simulations show the
results that the linear'actuator 2 is driven with the constant
forces.~
In case of the linear actuator 2 force FX = O.l[N], the time
~

Fig. 11. Hopping Simulation Result: Driving Fmce VI. Horizontal Velocity

history of the position and the velocity of each mass is shown
in Fig.9. From the result, the slip of A& on the ground can
be observed(Fig.9 (I)). The horizontal velocity of the robot is
0 . 5 ~ 1 0 - ~ [ m l sThe
] . horizontal velocity of the result is smaller
than the result without slip.
When the linear actuator 2 is driven with FX = 0.3[N], the
result of the simulation is shown in Fig.10. The slip of Ai3 was
also observed(Fig.10 (I)). However, the horizontal velocity of
the robot is
1.4~10-~[m/sl(Fig.10
(2)). The horizontal velocity is approximately the same as the result without slipping. It can be
explained that A& is so light comparing with M I and Ai2
that the influence of the momentum of A& is small.
The relationship between the force of the actuator 2 and the
horizontal velocity is described in Fig.11. This result shows
that the horizontal velocity can be controlled by the constant
force of the linear actuator 2 and the maximum horizontal
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Fig. 13. Overview of Pmtorype Robot

velocity is not so different comparing with the non-slipping
hop.

IV. FREEFALLEXPERIMENT
A. Experimental Condition
To confirm the hopping ability of the proposed robot, the
free fall experiments were conducted. In free fall experiments,
the experimental setup is set in the capsule. The capsule falls
freely in the drop shaft, thereby providing a microgravity
environment inside the capsule for ahout 4.5[sl. The time
history of the gravitational acceleration is shown in Fig.12.
B. Prototype of Robot
The prototype hopping robot was developed as shown in
Fig.13. The developed robot is composed with three masses,
two linear actuators and a spring. The each parameter is shown
as follows:
Ah=2.2[kg], A4=0.8tkgl, Af~=0.2[kgl,k1=100tN/ml

C. Experiniental Results
The independent parameters in the experiments are the driving force of the linear actuator 2 and the friction coefficient.
The motion of the robot is recorded on video as sequential
image data. The overview olthe experiment is shown in Fig.14
and the test parameters and results are summarized in Table.1.
The vertical velocity was controlled to 9.0~10-~[m/s]
in
all the experiments. In case that the friction coefficient is 1.0,
the hopping angle increases with increasing the force of the
linear actuator 2. The slips were not observed.
On the other hand, in case of p = 0.1, the horizontal
velocities were smaller than the case of p = 1.0. Especially in
case that the linear actuator 2 was driven with 3[NI, the slip
of A f 3 on the ground was observed.
From the results, the following things ran he obtained
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The robot cnn obtain the horizontal velocity even if there
is a slip on the ground.
The horizontal velocity can be controlled by the constant
force of the linear actuator 2. The results show that the
hopping direction can be controlled.
The horizontal velocity becomes small when A13 slips
on the ground. This means that the maximum hop angle
depends on the friction coefficient.
V. CONCLUSION

The conclusion of this paper is summarized as follows:
1) The hopping mechanism that can be used for hopping
and landing is described. The robot with the proposed
mechanism can hop with horizontal velocity. However,
there is the limitation of the hopping angle. The limitation angle 0 is theoretically expressed by the equation
of 0 = arctanp. & is the friction coefficient between
the robot and the ground.
2) The controllability of the hopping direction is shown
by the simulation studies. It is also shown that there
is a limitation of the hopping angle. The limitation of
the hopping angle does not change even if there is a
slip between the robot and ground. The limitation of
the hopping angle in the simulation is 1.3xlO-'[rad] in
case of p = 0.1.
3) The controllahility of the hopping direction and the
limitation of the hopping angle were confirmed by the
free fall experiments.
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Fig. 14. , Overview of Hopping Expefiment
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